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Problem
Private security is a fast-growing global industry which has 
existed for centuries and has outnumbered public police 
officers (Noortmann, 2011 & 2015). The increasing presence 
of private security personnel in public spaces; guarding and 
protecting property and persons, has not gone unnoticed. 
The privatisation of security and the private security sector 
have come under severe societal scrutiny. The position of 
private security companies is heavily influenced by images 
of private military companies in armed conflict resulting 
in sector stigmatization and demands for complete legal 
regulation. Calls for increased legal accountability and the 
legal curtailing of the sector often disregard the regulatory 
initiatives and codes of conduct that the sector has 
developed. Security in the 21st century is best organised as  
public-private partnership. The stigmatisation of the private 
security sector is not helpful in that respect. An unbiased 
understanding of the private security industry is desperately 
needed.

What is the research about?
Private security organisations are important actors in the 
wider security landscape. Comprehensive research on these 
organisations and their relationship with other security actors 
is missing. Bias and stigma prevent further understanding 
of the level and impact of their activities. This neglect begs 
the question of what these organisations (and their staff) are 
about. How did they get started and what drives them, how 
are they organised, what do they contribute to security, what 

is their take on regulation, and how do they make sense of 
their role within the wider security landscape? These are the 
kind of questions we used in our research into the security 
sector.

How did we do it?
Using an interdisciplinary approach: organisational 
ethnography and law, fieldwork was mainly conducted 
in South Africa. We got access to the wide variety of 
stakeholders. These include private security companies – 
from small family firms to large international corporations 
with divergent expertise in maritime or landward security, 
surveillance, armed response, and/or specialised equipment 
installations – as well as regulatory bodies, local police, 
neighbourhood watches, campus security, municipality 
representatives; and receivers of security. To do justice to the 
complexity of security governance, we engaged all of these 
stakeholders.

In all cases, we made contact by asking them to ‘tell us their 
story’; and they did, often in great detail and with historical 
momentum. Being partners in the conversation who were 
able to understand both the legal and regulatory issues as 
well as the organisational and cultural dynamics made us 
privy to engaging and sincere stories and narratives. It also 
led to invitations to come and visit their sites, surveillance 
rooms, and private homes, all of which added necessary 
contextualisation to the stories.
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What did the research find?
Our research found that the private security sector is quite 
diverse, specialised and changing. The sector consists 
of small family firms, big transnational companies and 
everything in between. Private security firms are regulated 
by national rules and specific standards set by the sector. 
We found many examples of practical and institutional 
cooperation between private security companies, government 
and law enforcement. 

•  Cooperation: cooperation between police and private 
security companies was widely acknowledged and 
overall considered to be mutually beneficial. Cooperation 
consisted of providing information, assistance and joint 
actions. It was also acknowledged that cooperation could 
be improved and that public and private stakeholders in 
security partnerships were still not completely confident 
concerning the role of the other. Increased cooperation is 
likely to diminish persisting biases and mistrust over time. 
Investing in trust building is recommended.

•  Diversity: the private security includes such diverse 
markets as personal protection, guarding, fencing, CCTV, 
transport and surveillance. National rules and regulation 
tend to miss this diversity and tend to treat and regulate 
the sector as a whole. It must be questioned whether it 
is possible to control this growing sector through national 
legislation or whether there should be a role for the security 
sector to develop and enforce its own codes. The principle 
of complementarity could be considered here. 

•  Change: The private security sector is not only vastly 
growing but also quickly changing. The younger generation 
owners and managers are not necessarily trained in the 
police or military but educated at business schools and IT 
departments. Technological innovation also requires that 
PSCs develop and change. Mergers and acquisitions are 
part and parcel of the industry’s economy. Private security 
entrepreneurs are very aware of the market value of their 
innovative little firms.  

 

•  Reputation: ‘Private security’ is a somewhat stigmatised 
brand. Our research participants were aware of the “not 
always positive” reputation of the sector. Owners and 
managers in smaller firms felt that their reputation was not 
impacted by specific media reports on the bigger firms. 
Bigger firms are investing more in in-house training and 
education to improve reputation. 

Why is this important?

The results of the research are important  
for a number of reasons, including:

• A better and fuller understanding of the private 
security sector can improve public-private security 
partnerships in terms of stakeholder trust and 
effectiveness.   

• Knowledge of the diversity and ongoing 
(technological) changes in the private security 
sector enables authorities and consumers to make 
informed decisions as to what and who they need in 
terms of security. 

• Awareness within the sector on stigmas and 
biases enables them to invest in improving brand 
reputation. 
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